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right to decide what would constitute "direct provocation.
But the interpretation of this phrase might be made as
elastic as rubber. When asked by Barrere to define what
it meant, Prinetti had cited as examples of "direct provo-
cation" the Schnaebele incident, the Ems telegram, and
King William's refusal to receive Benedetti in 1870.75 This
meant that at any time in the future, if some similar inci-
dent arose, which France considered a provocation, and
which compelled her, "in defense of her honor or her se-
curity," to declare war on Germany, Italy would remain
neutral. Thus, owing to the inclusion of the phrase "direct
provocation," the Franco-Italian accord of 1902 was not
exactly contrary to the letter of Italy's Triple Alliance obli-
gation ; but it was certainly contrary to its spirit and pur-
pose.70 Italy would no longer help Germany in case of a
French attack, which had been one of the original essential
purposes of the Triple Alliance, It all depended on how
Italy would choose to interpret the essentially indefinite
and clastic conception of "direct provocation." Being in-
capable of precise or judicial definition, this interpretation
was likely to depend, as events proved, on what Italy con-
sidered her interests at the moment. M, Poincare shrewdly
summed up the real situation when he told Izvolski in De-
cember, 1912, that "neither the Triple-Entente nor the
Triple Alliance can count on the loyalty of Italy; the Ital-
ian Government will employ all its efforts to preserve the
peace; and in case of war, it will begin by adopting a wait-
ing attitude and will finally join the camp toward which
victory will incline." 7T Henceforth Italy had a foot in both
camps and could jump in either direction, though she was
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as Paflfes admits fnai Italy's now promise to Franco was "difficilcmcnt
eoncilwble" with her prior obligation to Germany; Bourgeois et PagSs,
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